What's new in Prior Authorization?
Prior Authorization Specific Listing

The Prior Authorization Department is releasing the Procedure Specific Listing for Q1 2020. This listing will be placed on the web site February 5, 2020 for providers to consult. The Procedure Specific Listing for Q1 2020 will be effective March 6, 2020 and can be accessed at the link below:

Procedure Specific Listing for Q1 2020 >>

Providers will notice that the Prior Authorization Specific Listing for Q1 2020 looks significantly different than previous listings. We have changed the formatting to make it more searchable and user friendly. As an excel formatted document, the new listing can be filtered by category, code, or description.

The following codes are being retired effective March 6, 2020:

The following codes will be requiring Prior Authorization effective March 6, 2020:

Please reach out to the Prior Authorization Department at 1-855-839-1032 with questions.

Thank you.